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iPad Guidelines
How to use Lifesize app
Terms and Conditions for use
How to Turn on iPad
How to Turn off iPad
How to Charge iPad
How to charge headphones
How to use headphones
How to use microphone
How to connect iPad to TV
How to stand the iPad
How to make a call
How to take a photo
How to add photo to drop box
How to return device
Help guide
Staff guidelines
Model of service
Resource list
Room set up
Suitcase distribution
Expectations
Access LC on computer
Terms and Conditions for use
How to Turn on iPad
How to Turn off iPad
How to Charge iPad
How to charge headphones
How to use headphones
How to use microphone
How to connect iPad to TV
How to stand the iPad
How to make a call
How to take a photo
How to add photo to drop box
How to return device
Help guide
Confidentiality
How to give feedback
Making the most out of session
Room set up
Expectations
How to use SCIP app
Speech development program
Tips for producing sounds
How to charge speaker
How to connect speaker
How to turn on speaker
How to sign into LC on computer from home

Audience
Staff

Participant

Staff

Participant

KIOSK

Loan VRI iPad

Auslan class
IT General
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How to use kiosk
How to use scanner
How to use kiosk
How to use scanner
Taking care of the kiosk
Taking care of scanner
Loan program agreement
Go to meeting guide
Internet connect guide
Join me guide
Lifesize connect guide
Skype guidelines
Tripod guideless
IPad loan guidelines
Setting up for an Auslan virtual class
Trouble shooting framework for capacity
building
How to download Lifesize at home

List of Guidelines to be developed
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff

Participant

Community Partner
Participant

Community Partner
Staff
All staff

Participants and staff

Tips for excellent presentation at home (or out of office service delivery)
DAT and Auslan Teacher instructions for life-size (screen share, how to log in etc)
Auslan Class Video Conference guide
Access LC on big screen
Troubleshoot LC on big screen
Access other apps
Screen sharing

Example Guides

Some guides were prepared in Auslan and the goal of the project long term is to make sure all
relevant guides are translated to Auslan and are located on the relevant iPad, or a link sent to
participants. The following links are for how to use the kiosks.
Bundaberg https://youtu.be/qbMaGIZYZqo

Learn More https://youtu.be/IW6TxeQ2E5I

The following are examples of some plain language guides that have been developed for
participants and staff.

How to use head phones

Inside each headphone is L or R

Turn on Head Phones

L R

1. Turn on head phones by sliding and holding the power button on the R head
phone
2. It will flick back to the start position

Headphones do not need to be plugged into iPad to work
Adjusting volume

1. On the R head phone there is a – and + button

Press + to make louder

Press - to make softer

Turning Off
1. Turn off head phones by sliding the power button on the R head phone
2. It will flick back to start position

Adjusting size

1. Put headphones over your head and place on L and R ears as marked inside
head phones

2. Adjust length of head phones by gently sliding down

How to connect to

your TV
Equipment:
AV adaptor

HDMI Cable

Charged Ipad

TV with HDMI port

Steps
1. Connect AV adaptor to HDMI Cable

2. Connect HDMI Cable to iPad near home button

3. Connect Cable to TV port

4. Select Input on your remote
It will say INPUT or
have the input symbol as below

5. On your TV screen and with remote select HDMI

6. Stand iPad where you can be seen on screen

Trouble Shooting & Help
Things can go wrong with technology.
These are some things to try if something is wrong:
1. Go back to the main menu by pressing home button till you are on the main
screen and try again

2. Try Turning the iPad off and then on again
3. Check that the iPad and headphones are charged
4. Check internet connection: top left hand side 5 circles. If less than two are
black try moving around to get two or more.

5. If nothing else works contact Deaf Services as you normally would for help.

Bundaberg Neighbourhood Centre:
Taking care of Kiosk
• The kiosk can be left on. It will go to sleep when not being used.
• At the start of the kiosk day, make sure iPad is fully charged
• If you need access to the iPad to turn it on or off, or check the plug, please
use the key provided, and then lock again afterwards
• Make sure the iPad is connected to the internet
• Check the signal strength. 3 or 4 bars means there is a strong connection
• If all is well, make sure the iPad is on the home screen, by pressing the
home button. Now everything is ready to go!

TROUBLESHOOTING
• If you check the signal strength and there is less than 3 bars, there may be a
problem with the 4G reception - due to weather or another reason.
Unfortunately, this cannot be helped. (2 bars is okay, and 1 bar is not strong
enough for Video Conferencing)
Connect to BNC wifi as a back up
Go to settings > Choose Wi-Fi > touch ‘On’

-

Under ‘Choose a network’ – choose Netgear 5G guest
Add password: xxxxxx
Once the 4G connection is restored, turn of Wi-Fi connection

• If there is a strong connection, but the kiosk still isn’t working for any reason,
call 07 3892 8500 to speak to a member of DSQ’s IT team
• If it’s not urgent, please fill in this form and we will get back to you with
support http://bit.ly/auslanhub-feedback

Community partner:
Taking care of Scanner

• The scanner is provided to Deaf
community members to scan
personal documents they need
translated.
• Inbetween kiosk sessions, the scanner will go to sleep. To ‘wake it up’ just
press the screen on the front.
• Please re-start the scanner, using the ‘on/off’ button on the front of the
scanner. Wait a few seconds between turning off and back on again. This will
make sure that the personal hotspot is reconnected.
• Make sure the document guide is up and ready to use

• It will use wi-fi from the kiosk to scan and send documents.
Make sure the symbol is showing on the home screen, in top right hand
corner (see Troubleshooting if you can’t see it)
• It is now ready to use
• The DSQ staff member will show participants how to use it
the first time. There is also a guide in the book next to the
kiosk

TROUBLESHOOTING
The scanner is connected to the Kiosk’s personal hotspot for its internet access.
If you have used Wi-Fi on the kiosk, it will have disconnected the scanner, and
you will need to reconnect it. Here are the steps
• Touch the home screen
• Choose
settings >
network >
wlan >
setup wizard
Choose iPad > OK
If it’s not showing in the list,
wait about 30 seconds, go back
one step,
and start again. It should appear.
• It will ask for a network key.
Type in xxxxxxxx
(use the button circled in red to move between letters
and numbers if you need to)
• Choose OK
• Choose YES to apply settings.
To check it is connected:
• You should see the Wi-Fi symbol on the scanner
home screen, in the top right hand corner.
• You will also see ‘personal hotspot’ showing at
the top of the Kiosk iPad again.
• The scanner is connected and ready to go!

Telepractice – Tips for Producing
Sounds
‘b’ sound:
Use the following cues to help your child make the ‘b’ sound:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watch my mouth (this will help them see what the lips are doing)
Put the lips together
Make the lips pop
Make the voice hum/Turn the voice on/ Turn on the tickle in the throat
If the child is unable to turn on the tickle, instruct them to put their hand on
their throat and feel the tickle
Help the child push their lips together with their fingers if they are having
trouble getting them closed

‘k’ or ‘c’ sound:
To produce the ‘k’ sound, the child will need to get their tongue to the very back of
their mouth. If the child is having trouble finding the right place for their tongue, use
some of these placement cues:
•

•
•

Get a popsicle stick. Gently push down the front of the child’s tongue so that
it cannot rise up to say a ‘t’ sound. You can also push their tongue back
slightly with the popsicle stick to move the tongue backward. Show them this
on yourself first so they don’t get scared.
Have the child lay on their back while saying this sound. Gravity may help
them drop their tongue back.
Using the thumb, gently push up and back on the soft spot on the bottom of
the child’s chin. This may get the tongue back to the right position.

‘p’ sound:
If your child is having trouble with ‘p’, use the same cues as the sound ‘b’ but you will
not tell them to turn their voice on or you can tell them to turn the tickle off. You can
have them whisper the sound if they are making it sound like a ‘b’ instead of a ‘p’.
‘w’ sound:
Use the following cues to help your child make the ‘w’ sound:
•
•

Have the child start by saying ‘oo’ like in ‘boo’ and then slowly move the lips
apart to say ‘uh’. It should sound like ‘oooouuh’.
Get the child to place a gloved hand on the lips to allow them to feel the
difference in lip movement.

‘m’ sound:
To produce ‘m’ sound, use the following cues with the child:
•
•

Get the child to pushing their lips together and humming.
Have the child hold their lips closed and then ask them to hum or turn their voice
on. The mouth should not open at all during this sound, all of the air should come
out of the nose.

‘f’ sound:
Use these cues to get the child to say the ‘f’ sound:
•
•
•

Bite the bottom lip (use a mirror to help the child see what they are doing)
Hold the lip there and blow
You may need to have the child use their finger to keep their lip in the right
place.

‘v’ sound:
To produce the ‘v’ sound, use the same cues as ‘f’ except that you will need to have
the child hum or turn their voice on. If the child is struggling with this, try having
them hum a tune while biting their bottom lip with their top teeth. If the child is
struggling to hold their lip with their teeth, have them use their finger to keep it in
place.
‘th’ sound:
To produce the ‘th’ sound, use the following cues with the child.
•

Have the child place their tongue between their teeth and blow. There are
actually two versions of this sound, one with the voice on (like ‘the’) and one
with the voice off (like ‘thumb’). Have the child hum if it’s the voiced one.

‘t’ sound:
To produce the ‘t’ sound, have the child tap their tongue right behind their top, front
teeth. If the child is having trouble figuring out where to put their tongue, use these
techniques to show them the right place:
•

•

Touch the spot right behind the top, front teeth (ridge behind top teeth, see
mouth picture provided) with a popsicle stick. Then tell them to put their
tongue in the same spot.
Put a sticky food, like peanut butter or marshmallow cream, on the spot right
behind their top, front teeth. Then, have them lick it off. When you are
describing that spot again, call it the sticky spot.

‘d’ sound:
To produce the ‘d’ sound, you can use the same cues as the ‘t’ sound, but the child
will need to turn their voice on. Tell them this is the loud one or to turn their tickle on.
‘n’ sound:
For the ‘n’ sound, the child will need to put their tongue in the same spot as the ‘t’
sound (see the cues mentioned for ‘t’). This time though, the child will hold the
tongue in that spot while they hum or turn their voice on. If they are having trouble
turning their voice on, have them hum a tune while holding their tongue in that
position.
‘s’ sound:
For the ‘s’ sound, have the child put their tongue in the same place as ‘t’ (use the
placement cues from ‘t’) but then blow air out. We call this the snake sound! If the
child is sticking their tongue out too far, look in a mirror and tell them to keep their
tongue behind their teeth. You can practice smiling so that their teeth are touching
and there is no place for the tongue to peak out.
‘z’ sound:
For the ‘z’ sound, use the same cues as ‘s’ but this time the child will need to hum or
turn their voice on. You can have them practice turning their voice on by humming a
tune while saying the ‘s’ sound.
‘l’ sound:
For the ‘l’ sound, have the child slowly move their tongue up to the ‘t’ spot and back
down again. While they are doing this, have them hum or turn their voice on.
’y’ sound:
To produce the ‘y’ sound, have the child start by saying ‘ee’ like in ‘bee’ and then
slowly open the mouth to say ‘uh’. It should sound like ‘eeeeeuuuhh’.
‘sh’ sound:
Call this the quiet lady sound. To make this sound, have the child form their lips into
a little circle and blow. If the child is saying ‘s’ instead of ‘sh’, ask them to pull their
tongue back towards the back of their mouth.
‘zh’ sound:
This is the sound heard at the end of the word ‘beige’. This one isn’t very common in
our language but it’s produce the same way as ‘sh’ except with the voice humming or
turned on.

‘ch’ sound:
This sound is produced by saying ‘t’ and ‘sh’ quickly together. This one is pretty
difficult so don’t get frustrated if they can’t say it! Instruct the child to put their tongue
on the bump behind their top teeth (ridge behind top teeth) then have them pucker
their lips (kissy face) as their tongue lowers and they force air out of their mouth
making a ‘ch’ sound.
‘j’ sound:
The ‘j’ sound is made by saying the ‘d’ sound and the ‘zh’ sounds very quickly
together. For the ‘j’ sound, uses the same cues as ‘ch’, but get the child to turn their
voice on or to turn the tickle on.
‘r’ sound:
The ‘r’ sound is a very tricky sound to produce. There are actually two different ways
of producing this sound, one with the tongue scooped like a bowl and one with it
curved like a mountain. For each person, one of these ways will feel better than the
other but you cannot force someone to say ‘r’ in the way that isn’t natural for
them. What you have to do instead is figure out which way they do it best. The
easiest way to do this is to listen for any words with ‘r’ that the child says well. For
most children, there are a few words that they can say with a good ‘r’ already, you
just have to be listening for them. Once you find that word, have the child hold out
the ‘r’ in the word so they can feel what a good word sounds like. Then, try to find
other words that use ‘r’ in the same way. For example, if the child can say ‘car’ well,
try first to get other words that end in ‘ar’ like ‘bar’ and ‘far’. Once the child can do
those, move to words that are similar, like ‘aardvark’ or ‘marshmallow’
‘k’ sound:
To produce the ‘k’ sound, the child will need to get their tongue to the very back of
their mouth. If the child is having trouble finding the right place for their tongue, use
some of these placement cues:
•

•
•

Get a popsicle stick. Gently push down the front of the child’s tongue so that
it cannot rise up to say a ‘t’ sound. You can also push their tongue back
slightly with the popsicle stick to move the tongue backward. Show them this
on yourself first so they don’t get scared.
Have the child lay on their back while saying this sound. Gravity may help
them drop their tongue back.
Using the thumb, gently push up and back on the soft spot on the bottom of
the child’s chin. This may get the tongue back to the right position.

How to sign into Lifesize Cloud on a computer
This is something you will need to do at the beginning of every session.
We recommend you sign into Lifesize Cloud at least once before your session
to make sure it is working.

1. Click on the internet icon on your computer. Lifesize Cloud will work
better on Google Chrome or Internet Explorer.

2. Using your keyboard type the following into the address bar at the top of
your internet page. https://call.lifesizecloud.com/extension/7741197

3. Using the keyboard type in your name.

4. Click install.

5. Click run.

6. Read the Lifesize License Agreement. If you accept the terms in the
License Agreement click the ‘I accept’ box and click install. You will
need to wait for the program to install on your computer.

7. Click finish.

8. Go back to your internet page. Click Next.

9. Lifesize Cloud will link up to your camera on your computer. Click Next.
If box says no camera detected tell your clinician.

10.

Click Use Computer Audio

11.

Click join.

12.

Enter the passcode given to you by your clinician. Click Enter
meeting.

13.

Your screen will say joining the meeting. Please wait for the video
to load.

14.

To end the video call press the hang up button in the bottom right
hand corner of your screen.

